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Abstract. In this paper, we show some properties of function words
in dependency trees. Function words are grammatical words, such as
articles, prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, or auxiliary verbs. These
words are often short and very frequent in texts and therefore many of
them can be easily recognized. We formulate a hypothesis that function
words tend to have a fixed number of dependents and we prove this
hypothesis on treebanks. Using this hypothesis, we are able to improve
unsupervised dependency parsing and outperform previously published
state-of-the-art results for many languages.

1 Introduction

Function words (also known as grammatical words) are words which have no or
very little lexical meaning, in contrast to content words (lexical words), which
have some meaningful content. Function words are articles, pronouns, preposi-
tions, conjunctions, particles or auxiliary verbs and all belong to closed-class
words. They are used to express grammatical attributes of content words or
grammatical relationships between two or more content words.

In some representations of linguistic structure, function words are treated dif-
ferently from content words. Tesnière [1] introduces the notion of empty words
(function words) and argues that they cannot occupy alone a position in the
dependency structure. Functional Generative Description [2] uses so called tec-
togrammatical representation, in which only content words are represented by
nodes and function words are there in forms of their attributes. In Logical
Forms [3], some of the function words become labels of edges connecting content
words. Another example where the function words are excluded from a sentence
structure is the Abstract Meaning Representation [4]. Nevertheless, even within
a chosen formalism, the boundaries between function and content words are not
entirely straightforward and they are often very fuzzy.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe how to recognize
function words in a language, if either only raw texts are available or words in the
corpus are labeled with POS tags. Properties of function words in dependency
structures are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 explains how these properties
can be used in unsupervised dependency parsing task. Experiments are shown
in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes.
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Fig. 1. Relationship between length (number of characters) of a word and its relative
frequency. Each point in the graph corresponds to one word type. The words were
taken from 20 different treebanks.

2 Recognition of Function Words

We introduce two simple function words properties that can be used for recog-
nizing them in an unsupervised way (with no manual effort). The first one is
their frequency – function words are more frequent in language than content
words. The second one is their length – function words are relatively short. The
well-known relationship between length of a word and its frequency is caused by
the economy of language [5]; we show this relationship in Figure 1.

It is apparent that the frequent words are mostly short, however it is not
true that the short words are frequent. Many short words are abbreviations
or numbers, which are definitely not function words. Therefore, we decided to
recognize function words using their relative frequency in corpus and not using
their length. The relative frequency of word is computed simply by dividing the
number of its occurrences by the number of all the words in the corpus:

FW (w) =
count(w)

total
.

The more frequent a word is in a corpus, the more likely it is a function word.
If we have a corpus which is manually or automatically tagged with part-of-

speech (POS) tags, we can compute the aggregated word frequency for individual
POS tags. The aggregated frequency is computed by averaging the relative fre-
quency of all tokens in the corpus labeled by that POS tag.
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FT (t) =
∑

w;tag(w)=t

count(w, t)

count(t)
· count(w, t)

total

The formula above expresses the weighted average over the relative frequencies
of word types, which is equal to uniform average over the tokens. The more
frequent a word is, the higher influence on the aggregated frequency it has. Such
weighted average of word frequencies seems to be able to to sufficiently separate
the function words POS tags.

3 Properties of Function Words in Dependency Trees

3.1 Types of Function Words

For the purposes of this work, we divide function words into several groups:

– Function words as content word modifiers – They express attributes
of content words. For example in majority of treebank annotations, arti-
cles modify nouns. They determine the definiteness and, in some languages,
grammatical categories, e.g. the noun case in German. Another example may
be negative particles that modify verbs and determine their negation. Such
function words are mostly annotated as leaves in dependency treebanks.

– Function words as grammatical relations between content words –
In the second group, there are function words connecting two content words,
for example prepositions or postpositions. They usually connect a noun with
another noun or verb and express the type of such connection. In the level
of sentences, we have subordinating conjunctions, which have a similar role
in connecting clauses. Such function words have often just one dependent
– a content word which is in the relation with its grandparent through the
parent function word.

– Other function words – The third group is for the rest of function words,
which usually have more than one dependents. The forms of the verbs ‘to be’,
‘to do’, ‘to have’, etc. and their equivalents in other languages are the typical
examples. These verbs should be treated as function words, nevertheless,
they can be in a role of the main finite verb, in which they can have many
dependents. The verb ‘was’ in the sentence ‘He was not yesterday in the bar
with that girl.’ has five dependents and cannot be included into any of the
previous two groups. Other auxiliary and modal verbs could be considered
to belong to this group as well, since the content verbs are attached below
them in many treebanks.

Note that the assignment of a function word to one of the proposed groups
as well as the boundary between function and content words can differ across
different linguistic theories. We do not want to argue about the correct annota-
tion of function words.1 We only show that function words can be easily grouped
according to the number of their dependents.

1 Differences in annotations over different treebanks are discussed e.g. in [6].
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Fig. 2. An example of an English dependency tree. Fertility patterns are given in square
brackets.

3.2 Fertility patterns

We use the term fertility pattern to express how many of left and right depen-
dents (children) a word has in the dependency structure. We define it as a pair
[l, r], where l is the number of children preceding this word, and l is the num-
ber of children following this word. An example of word fertility patterns in an
English sentence is given in Figure 2. The fertility patterns are shown in square
brackets.

From the analysis given in Section 3.1, we can say that the fertility pat-
tern of function words is often fixed. Majority of function words have either no
dependents (pattern [0 0], e.g. articles, pronouns, auxiliary verbs) or just one
dependent to the right (fertility pattern [0 1], e.g. prepositions or conjunctions)
or to the left (fertility pattern [1 0], e.g. postpositions).

To support this hypothesis, we perform the following experiments that are
run across 20 testing treebanks from CoNLL shared tasks 2006 [7] and 2007 [8].

3.3 Most Frequent Fertility Patterns for Word Forms

The first experiment explores the relation between the most frequent fertility
pattern of a given word2 and its relative frequency.

1. For each word in a treebank, we go through all its occurrences in the treebank
and collect counts of its fertility patterns.

2. We find the most frequent fertility pattern for each word and denote its rela-
tive frequency as HF (word). This score says how much the fertility pattern
is stable (fixed) for the particular word.

2 We choose relative frequency of the most frequent fertility pattern as a stability rate.
Similarly, we could use entropy or other information theory quantities; this is left
for further research.
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Table 1. Statistics of fertility patterns for selected English words from the example in
Figure 2

rank the commission believes in this

1st (HF (word)) [0 0] 1.00 [0 0] 0.33 [1 1] 0.37 [0 1] 0.96 [0 0] 0.98
2nd – – [3 0] 0.19 [1 2] 0.24 [0 0] 0.02 [1 0] 0.01
3rd – – [2 0] 0.14 [2 1] 0.16 [1 1] 0.01 [0 2] 0.00
4th – – [1 0] 0.12 [3 2] 0.05 [0 2] 0.00 [0 1] 0.00
5th – – [1 1] 0.05 [4 1] 0.05 [0 1] 0.00 [0 3] 0.00

3. We compute the word relative frequencies FW (word) for each word in the
treebank.

4. We plot the points representing individual words into the graph. Each word
is parametrized by HF (word) and FW (word).

An example is given in Table 1, in which the five most frequent fertility
patterns are listed for selected words from the example in Figure 2. The most
frequent pattern HF (word) is the one in the first row. As it was expected, the
function words (the, in, this) have one dominant fertility pattern (their HF
is 1.00, 0.96, and 0.98 respectively), whereas the content words (commission,
believes) have much more options.

The graph showing the relation between HF (word) scores and FW (word)
frequencies generally is depicted in Figure 3. There are all the words from all
the 20 testing treebanks plotted in one graph. We can see that the very fre-
quent words (with FW (word) > 0.02) have often very stable fertility patterns
(HF (word) > 0.7), which supports our previous hypothesis.

3.4 Most Frequent Fertility for Part-of-Speech Tags

We compute analogous statistics for part-of-speech (POS) tags.

1. For each POS tag in a treebank, we go through all its occurrences in the
treebank and collect counts of its fertility patterns.

2. We find the most frequent fertility pattern for each POS tag and denote
its relative frequency as HF (tag). This score says how much the fertility
pattern is stable for that POS tag.

3. We compute FT (tag), the aggregated relative frequency of words labeled by
that POS tag as defined in Section 2, for all the POS tags in the treebank.

4. We plot the points representing individual POS tags into one graph. Each
POS tag is parametrized byHF (tag) and FT (tag). Moreover, we can express
frequencies of individual POS tags by different sizes of the points. It is worth
here since the POS tag relative frequency differs from the FT (tag).

The generated plot over all 20 treebanks is shown in Figure 4. We can observe
a similar shape as for word forms in Figure 3. Almost all the tags with the
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Fig. 3. Relationship between relative frequency of the most frequent fertility pattern
of a word (HF (word) as defined above) and the word relative frequency. There are all
word types from 20 testing treebanks plotted into one graph.
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Fig. 4. Relationship between relative frequency of the most frequent fertility pattern of
a POS tag (HF (tag) as defined above) and the aggregated relative frequency of words
labeled by that POS tag (FT (tag) as defined in Section 2). There are all POS tags
from 20 testing treebanks plotted into one graph. The sizes of points shows relative
frequencies of individual POS tags.
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aggregated word frequency FT higher than 0.02 have their most frequent fertility
pattern HF (tag) higher than 0.7. Therefore, we can say that our hypothesis
holds for individual part-of-speech tags as well and across different treebanks.

4 Applying Function Word Properties in Unsupervised
Parsing

In this section, we employ our previously described properties of function words
in the task of unsupervised dependency parsing.

4.1 Introduction to the Unsupervised Dependency Parsing System

We use the unsupervised dependency parsing system described by Mareček and
Straka in [9]. The software is freely available at http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udp/.
The unsupervised parser is based on Dependency Model with Valence, which
was introduced by Klein and Manning [10] and further improved by Headden
et al. [11] and Spitkovsky et al. [12,13]. Inference procedure is based on blocked
Gibbs sampling technique [14,15].

The Dependency Model with Valence is a generative model based on two
probabilities. The first one, Pchoose(td|tg, dir), expresses the probability of POS
tag td of the dependent given the POS tag tg of its governing word and the
direction dir, which represents the left or right attachment.

The other one, Pstop(x|tg, dir, adj), expresses the probability that a word la-
beled by POS tag tg has (x = STOP ) or has not (x = CONT ) children in the
direction dir. The adjacency parameter adj determines whether we predict the
first child in a given direction or a next child after one that already exists. For
example, Pstop(STOP |NN, left, 1) gives the probability that a noun (tag NN)
has no children in the left direction; Pstop(CONT |NN, left, 0) gives the proba-
bility that the noun that already has children in the left direction will have one
more child in that direction.

Another important feature, from which the unsupervised dependency parser
by Mareček and Straka [9] benefits, is so called reducibility. The idea is that if a
word, or a short sequence of words w1, . . . , wn, can be removed from a sentence
without damaging its correctness, nothing else in the sentence can depend on
any of the words w1, . . . , wn. In other words, such a sequence of words forms a
subtree or more adjacent subtrees in the respective dependency structure. By
computing such statistics on large corpora, the prior probabilities for the Pstop

model can be estimated and used to force the inference procedure to tend to
better solutions.

4.2 Predicting Pstop Probabilities for Functional Words

As shown above, we hypothesize that if a word is frequent, it should have a
stable fertility pattern, i.e. fixed number of left and right children.
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To predict the number of children, we use the reducibility principle, which
we described in [16]. A phrase (sequence of words) is reducible if the rest of the
sentence after removing this phrase exists elsewhere in the corpus as a sentence.
For example, the phrase ‘on Monday’ is reducible from the sentence ‘He arrived
to London on Monday.’, if the rest of the sentence ‘He arrived to London.’
exists elsewhere in the corpus as well. The phrase ‘arrived to’ is probably not
reducible, since the sentence ‘He London on Monday.’ can hardly be found in
the corpus. It is evident that we can find only very few reducible sequences with
this procedure. However, even if it leads to very sparse statistics on words, it
is already sufficient for recognizing prototypical properties of individual part-of-
speech tags. We search for reducible sequences on large collections of Wikipedia
articles provided by [17] containing between 10 and 80 million words for each
language.

By this simple procedure, we can search for reducible sequences. For our
purposes, we need to compute the following counts:

– red(t) – number of times a single word labeled by POS tag t can be removed
from a sentence,

– redl(t) – number of times a two- or three-word phrase beginning with a word
labeled by POS tag t can be removed,

– redr(t) – number of times a two or three word phrase ending with a word
labeled by POS tag t can be removed.

Only the reducible sequences (phrases) consisting of at most three words are
taken into account, since longer reducible sequences do not reflect grammatical
properties and introduce a significant noise into the counts.

In the following experiments, we will use three rules designed to recognize
fertility patterns of function words POS tags using the precomputed reducibility
statistics red(t), redl(t), and redr(t).

1. function words with one right dependent (fertility pattern [0 1]) are
words for which redl(t) > 3 red(t) and redl(t) > 3 redr(t),

2. function words with one left dependent (fertility pattern [1 0]) are
words for which redr(t) > 3 red(t) and redr(t) > 3 redl(t),

3. function words with no dependents (fertility pattern [0 0]) are words
for which red(t) > 10 and red(t) > redl(t) and red(w) > redr(t).

We set the threshold for function words POS tags frequency to FT (t) = 0.005.
If the conditions of one of the three rules are fulfilled for a particular POS tag
with FT (t) ≥ 0.005, we set its left and right Pstop prior probabilities to 1.0 or
0.0 according to the predicted fertility pattern. All the constants included in the
proposed rules were set manually. Automatic optimization procedure was left
for future research.

5 Experiments and Results

We follow the same experimental settings as Mareček and Straka [9]. To com-
pute the reducibility scores of individual POS tags, we use Wikipedia articles
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Table 2. Unlabeled attachment scores (in %) of unsupervised dependency parsing
measured on 20 treebanks from CoNLL 2006 and 2007 shared tasks. The average
across all the treebanks for each experiments is shown in the last row.

CoNLL this work previous works

language year baseline (mar13) rules 1,2 rule 3 rules 1,2,3 spi13

Arabic 06 35.3 34.9 35.3 35.2 9.3
Arabic 07 38.2 43.0 38.6 43.3 26.8
Basque 07 35.5 35.3 35.5 35.3 24.4
Bulgarian 06 54.9 56.6 54.6 56.8 63.4
Catalan 07 67.0 43.8 65.0 43.9 68.0
Czech 06 52.4 55.9 53.7 55.6 44.0
Czech 07 51.9 54.6 54.2 54.3 34.3
Danish 06 41.6 45.9 42.5 45.5 21.4
Dutch 06 47.5 30.8 51.3 54.8 48.0
English 07 55.4 56.1 57.9 58.5 58.2
German 06 52.4 45.2 54.0 45.0 56.2
Greek 07 26.3 33.7 26.2 34.5 45.4
Hungarian 07 34.0 34.3 34.0 34.1 58.3
Italian 07 39.4 51.0 39.7 51.0 34.9
Japanese 06 61.2 61.0 62.2 61.9 63.0
Portuguese 06 69.6 46.2 72.0 75.1 74.5
Slovenian 06 35.7 47.4 35.9 47.3 50.9
Spanish 06 61.1 61.1 61.2 61.7 61.4
Swedish 06 54.5 54.2 55.6 55.6 49.7
Turkish 07 56.9 57.0 56.6 57.0 37.9

Average: 48.5 47.4 49.3 50.3 46.5

collection by [17], which was tagged using the TnT tagger [18]. On the same
data, we compute the red(t), redl(t), and redr(t) counts for the function words
fertility pattern predictions. As the testing treebanks, we use 20 dependency
treebanks from CoNLL shared tasks 2006 [7] and 2007 [8], which comprise 18
different languages.

Table 2 shows our results. We evaluate four different configurations – the
baseline pstop priors (results from our last work (mar13) [9]), pstop priors with
updated values for POS tags with fertility patterns [0 1] and [1 0] (rules 1 and 2),
pstop priors with updated values for POS tags with fertility pattern [0 0] (rule
3), and pstop priors with values updated by all the three rules. We compare our
results with the state-of-the-art results reported by Spitkovsky et al. [19] (spi13).

We can see that the configuration, in which all the three rules were applied,
has the highest average attachment score (50.3%) over our 20 testing treebanks.
It is also important that this configuration improved the scores for almost all the
treebanks, compared to the baseline configuration. It worsened the attachment
score significantly only for German and Catalan.

Table 3 provides a list of POS tags affected by our rules for all testing tree-
banks. Interestingly, the rule 2 was not applied at all. The reason may be the fact
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Table 3. POS tags affected by the rules 1 and 3. Rule 2 did not affect any POS tag.
Basic types of POS tags are in brackets: prep are prepositions, punc is punctuation,
det are determiners, pron are pronouns, and conj are conjunctions. The last column
(err/all) shows the number of POS tags, for which the pattern prediction was not
correct, and the total number of POS tags affected.

CoNLL pattern [0 1] (rule 1) pattern [0 0] (rule 3) err/all

Arabic 06 – – 0/0
Arabic 07 P-(prep) G-(punc) 0/2
Basque 07 – PUNC(punc) KOMA(punc) 0/2
Bulgarian 06 R(prep) – 0/1
Catalan 07 da(det) pr(pron) Fc(punc), Fp(punc) 2/4
Czech 06 R(prep) :(punc) 0/2
Czech 07 R(prep) :(punc) 0/2
Danish 06 SP(prep) XP(punc) 0/2
Dutch 06 Prep(prep) Punc(punc), Art(det) 0/3
English 07 IN(prep) ,(punc) .(punc) DT(det) 0/4
German 06 APPR(prep) ART(det) $((punc) $,(punc) $.(punc) 1/5
Greek 07 AtDf(det) AsPpSp(prep)

AsPpPa(prep)
PUNCT(punc) 1/5

Hungarian 07 Tf(det) WP(punc) SP(punc) Cc(conj) 1/4
Italian 07 RD(det) E(prep) PU(punc) C(conj) 1/4
Japanese 06 – – 0/0
Portuguese 06 prp(prep) punc(punc) art(det) 0/3
Slovenian 06 ad-pr(prep) PUNC(punc) 0/2
Spanish 06 sp(prep) Fc(punc) Fe(punc) Fp(punc)

di(det) da(det)
0/6

Swedish 06 – IK(punc) PO(pron) IP(punc) 0/3
Turkish 07 – –

that function words are often attached to (or govern) the following content word,
at least for the languages we experiment with. Therefore the fertility pattern
[0 1] is much more probable than the pattern [1 0]. The correct fertility pattern
was predicted for 48 POS tags out of 54 POS tags for which the prediction was
made (see the last column in Table 3).

We can also find out why the parsing accuracy of German and Catalan was
worsened by our predictions. In both cases, the patterns for articles (German
ART and Catalan da) was wrongly predicted as [0 1] instead of [0 0], probably
because they are obligatory in that languages in majority of cases. This caused
that the following nouns were more forced to become their dependents, which
is not in accordance with the treebanks’ annotation rules. However, note that
choosing articles as the noun governors is not entirely an error. See the debate
about the DP-hypothesis in [20]. The fertility pattern of Hungarian articles (Tf )
was wrongly predicted as well, however, it does not affect the attachment score,
since the same problem occurred in the baseline dependency trees.
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6 Conclusions

We described the properties of function words and we proposed methods how
to recognize them and how to predict whether they tend to be leaves in the
dependency trees or they tend to have left or right dependents. We employed
such methods in unsupervised dependency parsing system and show substantial
improvement in attachment scores when testing on 20 different dependency tree-
banks from CoNLL shared tasks. To our knowledge, the achieved performance
constitutes a new state of the art for about a half of the languages under study.
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